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1. Which understanding of the term social innovation?
A Horizon 2020 project. A general question: the ambiguous character of innovation
Six strands of literature (Slee et al., in preparation):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business innovation (e.g. Michael Porter)
Resilience and social-ecological systems (e.g. Elinor Ostrom)
Social capital Pierre Bourdieu; Social capital Coleman, Putnam, Granovetter
Regional economy (Alfred Marshall, GREMI)
Rural sociology, endogenous development (Cloke et al. 2006; van der Ploeg & Long, 1994)
Social enterprises (Leadbeater, 1997)

What is social?
• Social is meant in the sense of societal
What is innovation in the mainstream view?
• Sectoral point of view: New methods & procedures, seen to be more efficient;
should substitute the precedent techniques as quickly as possible:
- There are always only two positions: right or wrong
- it does not matter which are the collateral impacts on other social fields
What is social innovation in our view, and, for mountain areas?
• Not: social policies, social aid ( no social engineering), governance
• But: social interactions of all stakeholders to further develop existing mountain
2020
economies; the Horizon
detection
of new social practices activities, its development and
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its valorizing, in a sustainable view

2. What is the potential in mountain regions
2.1 Mountain specific economies

Which are/were mountain specific activities? Why specificities and what is specific?
Skills, embeddedness, proximity, uniqueness, hardly reproducible

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

food (biological reserve/insurance,
luxury products for urban markets,
local value chains)
water in all its facets (from locally used
good to a export product, hydroenergy,
diluter for pollutants)
raw material (ores, rare earth, stones)
landscape amenities (tourism, 2nd homes)
territorial protection (toll, frontier gard,
military)

But also: seemingly place independent: new functions without topographic concern:
offshore finance hubs,Horizon
sure2020havens, tax &tax free paradises (Andorra, Monaco,
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Samnaun/Tschlin)

2. What is the potential in mountain regions
2.1 Mountain specific economies
Structural limits of innovation
• Innovations there where is concentrated wealth (metropolitan areas: population,
university infrastructure, communication structure) or there where we find the most
problems (rural: should I stay or should I go).
• Advantages of agglomeration: large personal interactions; people of the same
interests. Deliberate decisions whom to meet (Andreotti/Le Galès/Fuentes, 2012).
Mountain regions: both is not possible. The innovation potential is restricted.
• And: If innovations come from external regions this it aggravates the asymmetric
relationship between centre and periphery
• Another experience we made in Switzerland: Urban regions win absolutely during
economic growth; the peripheries win relatively in the recession period. We saw this
over a long period for Switzerland (Schuler/ Perlik/Pasche, 2004). Confirmed for
Greece now (Kasimis/Papadopoulos, 2013).
Normative limits of innovation in mountain areas
• It is normative what we call an innovation and what not because it is a remake or as
it has repercussions which contradict with Sustainable Development Goals.
Usefulness, society and the existing stakeholeders do matter. If we take this serious
then the potential of mountain specific economies is very restricted.
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2.2 Interaction between mountain stakeholders
•
•
•

•

New institutions, new forms of cooperatives to confirm existing life.
Integration of new multi-local residents; integration of new
migrants and people which find no place in gentrified cities.
A renewal of local associations to make them attractive for younger people;
making the local milieu more open and more attractive for intellectual
thinking and people with academic formation
Motivating part-time residents to share their knowledge
Sending the young people after school education consequently for further learning
with offers to come back later; keeping in contact with those who intend to go
forever

Limits of innovation
• Not all is new. No fundamental change in the relations between mountain regions
and lowland metropolitan areas. Not false. Still an open potential for ameliorations.
• Currently, specificity and distinctiveness are so high ranked that the urban places
are uncatchable. They have all and in the best quality. They can attract the best
qualified people from the peripheries.
•

The potential for these activities seems to be not very large.
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2.3

Social innovation in a supra-national perspective:
New forms of mountain – lowland linkages

• Spreading social innovation
from mountains to lowlands
• Combination of volunteer
work, perequations & market
• Avoiding the victim status
of peripheries
• Avoiding territorial cleavages
by mutual misunderstanding
• Change of paradigm from the
specificity driven approach to
a citizen driven approach
• Same values and same rights, but maintaining the specific local differences
• In the past only possible on the basis of strong national states; to be new
established on a higher European level
• national soveraignty becomes restricted in favour of a supra-national
underderstanding.Horizon 2020
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• Problem: needs to be studied, against the current mainstream

3. Which trajectories for mountain regions?
Possible trajectories of Europe’s mountainous areas

A. Metropolitan dominance: ongoing
increase of agglomeration economies;
polarization
- productive, highly diversified
metropolitan regions
- sparsely populated peripheral
regions specialized on residence
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3. Which trajectories for mountain regions?
Alternative to the mainstream?
Social innovation?

B. Regionalist Isolation:
Mountain referring to themselves.
Identity driven, trying to valorize
uniqueness and mountain specificity
under the umbrella of supposed
common culture.
Demand for more autonomy with the
argument ofexisting disadvantages,
rejecting integration
in larger European organisms.
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3. Which trajectories for mountain regions?
Neither the entrepreneurial position nor the dependency from state
paternalism and “subsidies”

C. Consequent equivalence: Mountain
regions whose stakeholders accept to
be part of a larger European organisms.
They highlight the European unity and
demand support with the aim to
intensify the European integration.
•
•
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